Choose the Best Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and then circle the correct word to complete it.

1. This is the part in the movie when the detective ____________ the bad guy.
   - identify     identifies     identified     identifying

2. My little sister ____________ that she wanted a new set of building blocks for her birthday.
   - reply     replies     replied     replying

3. The teacher told us we should all be ____________ for the test every day this week.
   - study     studies     studied     studying

4. My dad told me to ____________ the trash can after dinner.
   - empty     empties     emptied     emptying

5. My big brother asked me who had ____________ his favorite poster.
   - destroy     destroys     destroyed     destroying

6. I was ____________ all the rules while I was riding my bike.
   - obey     obeys     obeyed     obeying

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)